
Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Antonia Hover on behalf of Records Clerk 
Thursday, February 24, 2022 11 :20 AM 
1ody furch' 
Consumer Contact 
RE: Docket 20200226 

Good Morning, Jody Furch and Nancy Ferioli. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
2/24/2022 
DOCUMENT NO. 01440-2022 

We will be placing your comments below in consumer correspondence in Docket No. 20200226, and forwarding them to 
the Office of Consumer Assistance and Outreach. 

Thank you! 

Toni Hover 
Commission Deputy Clerk I 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
Phone: (850) 413-6467 

-----Original Message-----
From: jody furch <jody.furch@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2022 11:18 AM 
To: Records Clerk <CLERK@PSC.STATE.FL.US> 
Cc: jody.furch@gmail.com; dajeli3@gmail.com 
Subject: Docket 20200226 

We read with great dismay at Jack Boyer's and EU's presentation at the Public Service Commission, their asking for 
approval for EU to provide sewer to LGI and while We were on the fence concerning the EU proposal initially We are 
now completely opposed to the idea. EU is guessing, experimenting and we at LGi are his guinea pigs? 
We have an ATU system at our home, the same system that Charlotte County uses to treat waste water and the same 

system that EU proposes to give our waste to after we are forced to abandon our perfectly good system. The difference 
is, our system is inspected biannually, passes with flying colors, and we control exactly what goes down. Cannot say the 
same when waste is simply pumped away. 

If Charlotte County is really concerned about LGI and other locations, and the impact on water quality, the adept of a 
Health should come to the island and inspect every system (we know many are failed- our neighbor across the street for 

example, but they rent continuously regardless) and condemn systems that no longer work and force owners to install 
ATU systems that DO work. This is by far the best plan for the environment and it alleviates the uncertainties of cost 
and function, and even liability for both Charlotte and homeowners. This is the only way forward ... yes, it might be 
painful to some homeowners but their failed septic systems need to be addressed, perhaps condemned ( they are being 
selfish anyway in operating failed systems) but the roads will not get torn up by pipes, the landscape damaged and best 
of all, individual home owner will be responsible for it's care. Every house here needs to have an operating permit for 
their system and inspections by a reputable company like we do four our system. 

Worst of all, Forcing us to abandon a system that works in order to buy a private individual's system, with no idea of 
the cost of installation, maintenance, and yearly costs is wrong period. This is an individual owner's responsibility, and 
we know their are systems that work, but we have no confidence that EU can do this job. 
Thank you; 
Jody Furch and Nancy Ferioli 
9464 Albarado road 
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Little gasparilla island 
Florida 
609‐577‐8760 
908‐881‐5958 
 
Sent from my iPad 




